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Bisexual spaces: a geography of sexuality and gender

Clare Hemmings; Routledge, New York and London, 2002, ISBN: 0-415-93083-9, d16.99

Bisexual spaces charts a historical geography of bisexual, lesbian, gay and

transsexual community and mobilization. Focusing on two locations in the USA

and on community developments in the 1980s and 1990s, the book provides

both a broad sense of bisexual, lesbian, gay and transsexual identity and

community debates and specific illustrations of how those have unfolded in

particular communities. The scholarship is excellent and draws on interviews,

archives, conferences and personal experience to illustrate the developments

and negotiations in identity/community politics. Overall, it provides an

invaluable text, bringing together community histories and experience in an

evaluative and careful manner. Hemmings uses the book to question

assumptions about the relationship between bisexuality and other sexual

identities and to re-locate bisexuality as a capacity already inside existing

social meanings. Hemmings sums up this contribution as follows:

Instead of celebrating dubious bisexual transgressions of sex, gender, and sexual

oppositions, I advocate an approach that insists that bisexuality’s capacity to

generate radical reconfigurations of those oppositions resides not outside but within

social and cultural meaning

(p. 197).

Divided into four sections; Bisexual Landscapes, Desire By Any Other Name,

Representing The Middle Ground and A Place To Call Home, the book is clear in

structure and the range of the text is carefully signposted throughout. The book

shows a close reading of, and engagement with, a variety of issues in queer theory

and lesbian and gay history. This range provides a mapping of queer and lesbian and

gay literature and theory throughout the 1980s and 1990s as well as a focus on the

cultural geography and history of community and activism over the same timescale.

The first part ‘Bisexual Landscapes’ provides a history of US and UK analysis of

bisexuality, defining these as histories and epistemologies of meanings, places

and experiences. Hemmings is keen not to replicate the positions she identifies in

other work but to build on other theorists and open up further space for enquiry.

‘I do not want to find bisexuality everywhere in the same form but look at its

contradictory manifestations in a number of parallel arenas, including where it is

not named’ (p. 36). She does this by drawing on such commentators as Merl

Storr, Mariam Fraser, Jonathon Dollimore, Janice Williamson, Stacey Young, Jo

Eadie, Shane Phelan and Marge Garber. This synthesis of theories and narratives

provides an insightful and productive sense of mapping the arena of enquiry.
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‘Desire by Any Other Name’ focuses mainly on the town of Northampton,

Massachusetts and the organization of the Northampton Pride marches. This

section provides a detailed history of these events, and identity debates within

minority communities in the late 1980s until the mid 1990s. This section draws on

the organization and documentation of community in Northampton and uses

evidence such as march banners and observations about the organization of

meetings, venues and other debates between organizers. Hemmings lived in this

area and draws on her own experience of these communities. The other sections of

the book are also supported by the experience and position of the author through a

reflexive approach to methodology.

The third section ‘Representing the Middle Ground’ is for me the most important

section of the book. In this part there is a discussion of the links between bisexuality

and transsexuality, which are presented in an original and thought provoking way.

Unusually, for this kind of discussion, Hemmings avoids collapsing the conceptual

framework of queer into the experience of bi and trans and maintains a sense of

discrete but overlapping categories. In other words, by simultaneously bringing

together and separating, queer theories on the one hand, and experiences of

bisexuality and transsexuality on the other, Hemmings provides insights into the

contemporary structuring of sexual identity. While commenting on this, she

simultaneously provides a down-to-earth and clear mapping of the way that these

identities, and the metaphors they become, are both deployed and experienced.

‘Representing the Middle Ground’ moves debates forward, specifically in relation

to bisexuality but also in queer and feminist theory more generally. Again the

range of theorists engaged in this section is impressive and productive. The

discussions of work by Pat Califia, Judith Butler and Sandy Stone are particularly

useful and Hemmings locates Stone much more carefully than is often the case, for

example:

It is Stone’s fight for a viable transsexual subjectivity that motivates and permeates her

presentation of the transsexual body as text, where as for Halberstam, Butler and

Hausman, transgendered performance is a tool for validating and prioritising a queer

discontinuity that ultimately resides in a lesbian or gay but not transsexual body

(p. 124).

Hemmings’ discussion highlights the demand within queer theory that bisexuality (and

transsexuality) should have ideal queer meanings, and the tension that is created when

this demand is resisted. In these observations and elsewhere in the book, Hemmings

allows heterosexuality to appear within and as related to, queer and feminist theory.

This is clearly a risky intervention but Hemmings does not simply flatten out power and

make all identities share the same position, she very carefully unpicks where and how

identity appears, and how it relates to community and subject formation.

Hemmings’ prose is precise and is for the most part well structured. It is however,

quite dense in places and long sentence structure can make sections hard to
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follow. This is unfortunately compounded by a couple of editing errors and this had

me occasionally wondering whether my inability to draw a coherent sense of

meaning, was to do with me or the text or the meaning! Overall the book is a

valuable and insightful contribution to theories of identity and community and to

cultural histories of sexuality and gender. It would make an exemplary

postgraduate text and could be used to inform the work of researchers, activists

and community and social movement historians. The mapping of the field and

synthesis of a range of contributors makes it a text that could also be useful to

selected undergraduate programmes.

Kate O’Riordan

doi:10.1057/palgrave.fr.9400246

Taking it off, putting it on: women in the strip trade

Chris Bruckert, Women’s Press, Toronto, Canada, 2002, ISBN: 0-88961-405-9, d16.50 (Pbk)

Bruckert’s book is a deep and subtle account of the reality of strip clubs in

Ontario, which succeeds in the difficult task of remaining critical and self-critical

within a debate – the one surrounding sex(ualised) work – which is characterised

by harsh divisions. Her confident use of various different approaches – symbolic

interactionism, neo-Marxism, discourse analysis – and her political positioning vis

à vis feminism are fresh and capable of politically engaged research and realistic,

un-nostalgic politics. One only wishes that her writing was less didactic.

Her work is grounded in the Ontario skin trade world. Her knowledge comes from

her own work experience as a dancer at the end of the 1970s and a bartender in a

club in the late 1990s, and from in-depth interviews with 15 women working as

dancers. ‘Strippers tell us they are at work; this book is about that work’ (p. 16).

A work, however, which is not like any other. Existing on the margins, stripping

blurs the boundaries between private and public, presentation and identity, work,

and leisure. The author appropriately compares it to other kinds of work performed

by women, particularly by working-class women. At the same time, she shows how

the specific sexual(ised) character of stripping makes it close to other stigmatised

practices and identities (such as non-hetero sexualities).

The author is able to place the Ontario skin trade in a larger social and economic

context by simultaneously paying attention to labour and sex cultures. The strip

clubs have been changed by the shift toward a model of ‘self-account’ work, a

model that began in the 1980s in the market of direct personal services. The

changes are de-skilling for workers and push them closer to prostitution in terms

of both the sexual and emotional labour required and the social stigmatisation
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